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		  Datasheet File OCR Text:


		  an important notice at the end of this data sheet addresses availability, warranty, changes, use in safety-critical applications, intellectual property matters and other important disclaimers. production data. LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 LMZM23601 36-v, 1-a step-down dc/dc power module in 3.8-mm  3-mm package 1 1 features 1 ? 4-v to 36-v wide operating input voltage ? 2.5-v to 15-v adjustable, and 3.3-v or 5-v fixed output voltage options ? 1-a output current ? only input and output capacitors needed for 5-v and 3.3-v output designs ? 27-mm 2 solution size with single-sided layout ? 28-  a supply current at no load ? 2-  a shutdown current ? power-good flag ? external frequency synchronization ? mode selection pin ? forced pwm mode for constant frequency operation ? auto pfm mode for high efficiency at light load ? built-in control loop compensation, soft start, current limit, and uvlo ? miniature 3.8-mm  3-mm  1.6-mm package ? create a custom design using the LMZM23601 with the webench ? power designer 2 applications ? sensor transmitters ? test and measurement ? grid infrastructure ? space constrained applications 3 description the LMZM23601 integrated-inductor power module is specifically designed for space-constrained industrial applications. it is available in two fixed output voltage options of 5-v and 3.3-v, and an adjustable (adj) output voltage option supporting a 2.5-v to 15-v range. the LMZM23601 has an input voltage range of 4-v to 36-v and can deliver up to 1000-ma of output current. this power module is extremely easy to use, requiring only 2 external components for a 5-v or 3.3-v output design. all aspects of the LMZM23601 are optimized for performance driven and low emi industrial applications with space- constrained needs. an open-drain, power-good output provides a true indication of the system status and negates the requirement for an additional supervisory component, saving cost and board space. seamless transition between pwm and pfm modes along with a no-load supply current of only 28  a ensures high efficiency and superior transient response for the entire load-current range. for easy output current scaling the LMZM23601 is pin-to-pin compatible with the 500-ma output current capable lmzm23600. device information (1) part number package body size (nom) LMZM23601 microsip ? (10) 3.80 mm  3.00 mm (1) for all available packages, see the orderable addendum at the end of the data sheet. space space space schematic for fixed output option 24-v to 5-v, 1-a dc/dc converter single-sided layout solution size 24-v to 5-v, 1-a dc/dc converter   c in c out dc-dc module  copyright ? 2017, texas instruments incorporated gnd v in c in gnd mode/ sync vin en pgood fb vout v out gnd c out   tools & software  technical documents  ordernow  productfolder  support &community

 2 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated table of contents 1 features .................................................................. 1 2 applications ........................................................... 1 3 description ............................................................. 1 4 revision history ..................................................... 2 5 device comparison ............................................... 3 6 pin configuration and functions ......................... 4 7 specifications ......................................................... 5 7.1 absolute maximum ratings ...................................... 5 7.2 esd ratings .............................................................. 5 7.3 recommended operating conditions ....................... 5 7.4 thermal information .................................................. 5 7.5 electrical characteristics ........................................... 6 7.6 system characteristics ............................................. 9 7.7 typical characteristics ............................................ 10 8 detailed description ............................................ 15 8.1 overview ................................................................. 15 8.2 functional block diagram ....................................... 15 8.3 feature description ................................................. 15 8.4 device functional modes ........................................ 20 9 application and implementation ........................ 21 9.1 application information ............................................ 21 9.2 typical applications ................................................ 21 9.3 do ' s and don ' t ' s ...................................................... 32 10 power supply recommendations ..................... 33 10.1 supply voltage range .......................................... 33 10.2 supply current capability ..................................... 33 10.3 supply input connections ..................................... 33 11 layout ................................................................... 34 11.1 layout guidelines ................................................ 34 11.2 layout examples ................................................... 35 12 device and documentation support ................. 37 12.1 device support ...................................................... 37 12.2 custom design with webench ? tools ............. 37 12.3 documentation support ........................................ 37 12.4 receiving notification of documentation updates 37 12.5 community resources .......................................... 37 12.6 trademarks ........................................................... 38 12.7 electrostatic discharge caution ............................ 38 12.8 glossary ................................................................ 38 13 mechanical, packaging, and orderable information ........................................................... 38 4 revision history note: page numbers for previous revisions may differ from page numbers in the current version. changes from original (december 2017) to revision a page ? first release of production-data data sheet; add links for webench ................................................................................... 1 

 3 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 5 device comparison (1) see package option addendum for tape and reel details as well as links used to order parts. table 1. LMZM23601 device options part number output voltage package qty (1) LMZM23601silr adjustable 3000 LMZM23601v3silr 3.3 v 3000 LMZM23601v5silr 5 v 3000 LMZM23601silt adjustable 250 LMZM23601v3silt 3.3 v 250 LMZM23601v5silt 5 v 250 

 4 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 6 pin configuration and functions sil package 10-pin microsip top view pin functions pin type description no. name 1 gnd g ground for all circuitry. reference point for all voltages. 2 mode/sy nc i this is a multifunction mode control input which is tolerant of voltages up to the input voltage. with this input tied low, the device is in auto pfm mode with automatic transition between pfm and pwm with diode emulation at light load. this mode is recommended when the application requires high efficiency at light load. with this input tied high, the device is in forced pwm mode. the device switches at the internal clock frequency. this mode is recommended when the application requires constant switching frequency across the entire load current. with a valid synchronization signal at this pin, the device switches in forced pwm mode at the external clock frequency and synchronized with it at the rising edge of the clock. do not float this pin. 3 vin p input supply to the regulator. connect a high-quality bypass capacitor(s) directly to this pin and the gnd pin (pin 1). 4 en i enable input to the regulator. high = on, low = off. this pin can be connected to vin. do not float. 5 pgood o open-drain, power-good output. connect to a suitable voltage supply through a current limiting resistor. high = power is good, low = fault. this output terminal is low when en is low. 6 vout o output voltage terminal. it is internally connected to one terminal of the integrated inductor. connect an output filter capacitor from vout to gnd and place the capacitor as close as possible to the vout pin. 7 fb i feedback input to the regulator. if using the fixed 3.3-v or 5-v options of the device, connect this pin to the positive end of the output filter capacitor (the vout node). if using the adjustable output option of the device connect this to the feedback voltage divider and keep this node as small as possible on the board layout. 8 dnc o do not connect. leave floating. this pin provides access to the internal vcc voltage of the device. 9 dnc o do not connect. leave floating. this pin provides access to the internal boot voltage for the high side mosfet driver. 10 dnc o do not connect. leave floating. this pin provides access to the internal sw voltage of the device. thermal pad ? g this terminal is internally connected to gnd and provides a wide thermal connection from the ic to the pcb. connect to electrical ground plane for adequate heat sinking. g = ground, i = input, o = output, p = power  1 gnd 2 mode/sync 3 vin 4 en 5 pgood 10 dnc 9 dnc 8 dnc 7 fb 6 vout not to scale thermal pad 

 5 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated (1) stresses beyond those listed under absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. these are stress ratings only, which do not imply functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under recommended operating conditions. exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 7 specifications 7.1 absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted) (1) min max unit vin to gnd ? 0.3 42 v sw to gnd ? 0.3 v in + 0.3 v boot to sw ? 0.3 3.6 v en to gnd ? 0.3 42 v fb to gnd (3.3-v and 5-v options) ? 0.3 16 v fb to gnd (adj option) ? 0.3 5.5 v pgood to gnd ? 0.3 16 v pgood sink current 8 ma mode/sync to gnd ? 0.3 42 v vcc to gnd -0.3 3.6 v operating junction temperature, t j ? 40 125  c storage temperature, t stg ? 40 150  c (1) jedec document jep155 states that 500-v hbm allows safe manufacturing with a standard esd control process. (2) jedec document jep157 states that 250-v cdm allows safe manufacturing with a standard esd control process. 7.2 esd ratings value unit v (esd) electrostatic discharge human body model (hbm), per ansi/esda/jedec js-001, all pins (1)  2000 v charged device model (cdm), per jedec specification jesd22-c101, all pins (2)  500 7.3 recommended operating conditions over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted) min nom max unit v in input voltage 4 36 v v out output voltage (5 v) 0 5 v output voltage (3.3 v) 0 3.3 v output voltage (adj) 2.5 15 v i out output current (1 a) 0 1 a t j operating junction temperature ? 40 125  c (1) for more information about traditional and new thermal metrics, see the semiconductor and ic package thermal metrics application report. 7.4 thermal information thermal metric (1) lmzm2360x unit sil (  sip) 10 pins r  ja junction-to-ambient thermal resistance 45  c/w  jt junction-to-top characterization parameter 3  c/w  jb junction-to-board characterization parameter 20  c/w 

 6 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 7.5 electrical characteristics limits apply over the recommended operating junction temperature range of -40  c to +125  c, unless otherwise stated. minimum and maximum limits are ensured through test, design or statistical correlation. typical values represent the most likely parametric norm at t j = 25  c, and are provided for reference purposes only. unless otherwise stated, the following conditions apply: v in = 24 v. parameter test conditions min typ max unit feedback v fb initial output voltage accuracy (3.3-v and 5-v fixed output) v in = 4 v to 36 v, open loop ? 1.5% 1.5% v fb reference voltage (adj option) v in = 4 v to 36 v, open loop 0.985 1 1.015 v i fb input current from fb to gnd (adj option) fb = 1 v 20 na current i q operating quiescent current; measured at vin pin v in = 12 v, v fb = +10%, v out = 5 v 7  a v in = 12 v, v fb = +10%, v out = 5 v, t j = 85  c 16  a v in = 12 v, v fb = +10%, v out = 5 v, t j = 125  c 18 v in = 24 v, v fb = +10%, v out = 5 v 12 v in = 24 v, v fb = +10%, v out = 5 v, t j = 85  c 24 v in = 24 v, v fb = +10%, v out = 5 v, t j = 125  c 26 i b bias current into the vout pin v in = 24 v, v fb = +10%, v out = 5 v, mode = 0 v 48 80  a i sd shutdown quiescent current; measured at vin pin en = 0 v, v in = 12 v, t j = 25  c 1.8  a en = 0 v, v in = 12 v, t j = 85  c 3 en = 0 v, v in = 24 v, t j = 25  c 5 en = 0 v, v in = 24 v, t j = 85  c 10 undervoltage lockout (uvlo) v in_uvlo minimum input voltage to operate rising 3.1 3.5 3.85 v v in_uvlo_hyst uvlo hysteresis 0.2 0.25 0.3 v 

 7 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated electrical characteristics (continued) limits apply over the recommended operating junction temperature range of -40  c to +125  c, unless otherwise stated. minimum and maximum limits are ensured through test, design or statistical correlation. typical values represent the most likely parametric norm at t j = 25  c, and are provided for reference purposes only. unless otherwise stated, the following conditions apply: v in = 24 v. parameter test conditions min typ max unit power good flag (pgood) v pgood_ov pgood upper threshold voltage rising, % of vout 103.5% 106.7% 109% v pgood_uv pgood lower threshold voltage falling, % of vout 92% 94.7% 97% v pgood_guard magnitude of pgood lower threshold difference from steady state output voltage. steady state output voltage pgood threshold read at the same t j and v in 4% v pgood_hyst pgood hysteresis as a percent of output voltage set point 1.4% v pgood_valid minimum input voltage for proper pgood function 50-  a pullup to pgood pin, en = 0 v, t j = 25  c 1.0 1.5 v t reset_filter glitch filter time constant for pgood function 190  s v ol low-level pgood function output voltage 50-  a pullup to pgood pin, v in = 1.5 v, en = 0 v 0.4 v 0.5-ma pullup to pgood pin, v in = 12 v, en = 0 v 0.4 1-ma pullup to pgood pin, v in = 12 v, en = 3.3 v 0.4 r pgood_rdson rdson of the pgood output pull down 50 110  switching frequency f sw switching frequency v in = 24 v, 5-v and 3.3-v fixed output options 675 750 825 khz v in = 24 v, adj output options 890 1000 1090 v in = 36 v, 5-v and 3.3-v fixed output options 750 v in = 36 v, adj output options 800 frequency synchronization and mode f sync sync frequency range 5-v and 3.3-v fixed output options v out + v dropout < v in < 36 v 500 825 khz adj output options v out + v dropout < v in < 28 v 700 1100 d sync sync input duty cycle range 2.3 v < high state input < 5.5 v 25% 75% v mode_high mode/sync input logic high voltage to enter fpwm mode 1.5 v v mode_low mode/sync input logic low voltage to enter auto pfm mode 0.4 v i mode mode/sync leakage current v in = 12 v, v mode/sync = 3.3 v 1  a v in = 12 v, v mode/sync = 12v 5 t mode mode transition time to fpwm v in = 12 v, v out = 5 v, i out = 20 ma 300  s mode transition time to auto pfm v in = 12 v, v out = 5 v, i out = 20 ma 300 current limit protection i l-hs high-side switch current limit duty cycle approaches 0% 1.45 1.81 2.2 a i l-ls low-side switch current limit 1 1.2 1.43 a i l-zc zero-cross current limit mode/sync = logic low ? 0.01 a i l-neg low-side reverse current limit (positive current ino the sw pin to gnd) mode/sync = logic high 0.5 0.8 a 

 8 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated electrical characteristics (continued) limits apply over the recommended operating junction temperature range of -40  c to +125  c, unless otherwise stated. minimum and maximum limits are ensured through test, design or statistical correlation. typical values represent the most likely parametric norm at t j = 25  c, and are provided for reference purposes only. unless otherwise stated, the following conditions apply: v in = 24 v. parameter test conditions min typ max unit power stage characteristics hs r ds-on high-side mosfet on-resistance 220 m  ls r ds-on low-side mosfet on-resistance 200 m  t on-min minimum high-side on-time i out = 500 ma 50 80 ns t off-min minimum high-side off-time i out = 500 ma, adj 62 100 ns d max maximum switch duty cycle 5-v and 3.3-v fixed output options 93% adj option 91% while in frequency foldback 97% l integrated inductor - inductance 10  h l dcr integrated inductor - dcr 390 m  enable v en enable input threshold voltage rising 1.7 1.92 v v en_hyst enable input threshold hysteresis 0.42 0.52 v v en_wake enable input wake-up threshold 0.4 v i en enable pin input current v in = v en = 12 v 2.7  a vcc regulator v cc internal v cc voltage v in = 12 v, v out < 3.3 v 3.05 v v in = 12 v, v out  3.3v 3.15 v cc_uvlo internal v cc voltage input uvlo v in rising 2.23 2.73 3.25 v v cc_uvlo_hyst internal v cc voltage input uvlo hysteresis hysteresis below vcc_uvlo 150 240 mv soft start t ss soft-start time time for v ref to ramp from 0% to 90% 1.8 3.5 5.5 ms t en_lv turnon delay with low v in v in < 4.2 v 4 ms t en turnon delay v in = 12 v 0.7 ms t w short circuit wait time (hiccup time) 8.0 ms thermal protection t sd thermal shutdown rising threshold 155  c t sd_hyst thermal shutdown hysteresis 15  c 

 9 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 7.6 system characteristics the following specifications apply to a typical applications circuit, with nominal component values. specifications in the typical (typ) column apply to t j = 25  c. specifications in the minimum (min) and maximum (max) columns apply to the case of typical components over the temperature range of t j = ? 40  c to 125  c. these specifications are not ensured by production testing. parameter test conditions min typ max unit supply current i q-vin input current to the dc-dc converter while in regulation v in = 12 v, v out = 3.3 v, i out = 0 a, fixed output option, en connected to v in 25  a v in =12 v, v out = 5 v, i out = 0 a, fixed output option, en connected to v in 32 v in =24 v, v out = 3.3 v, i out = 0 a, fixed output option, en connected to v in 24 v in = 24 v, v out = 5 v, i out = 0 a, fixed output option, en connected to v in 28 efficiency efficiency typical efficiency 12-v input v in =12 v, v out = 5 v, i out = 1 a 87% efficiency typical efficiency 12-v input v in = 12 v, v out = 3.3 v, i out = 1 a 81% efficiency typical efficiency 24-v input v in = 24 v, v out = 5 v, i out = 1 a 85% efficiency typical efficiency 24-v input v in = 24 v, v out = 3.3 v, i out = 1 a 79% efficiency typical efficiency 24-v input v in = 24 v, v out = 12 v, i out = 1 a 92% 

 10 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 7.7 typical characteristics v in = 24 v, t a = 25  c (unless otherwise noted). refer to default evaluation board layout and bill of materials. fixed output voltage options en = vin output voltage in regulation load = open figure 1. input supply current v out = 3.3 v figure 2. dropout voltage v out = 5 v figure 3. dropout voltage v out = 12 v figure 4. dropout voltage v out = 15 v figure 5. dropout voltage v in = 24 v out = 5 v i out = 1 a default evm layout with added 3  100pf 0603 c in figure 6. radiated emi  input voltage (v) supply current ( p a) 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 d041 vout = 3.3 v vout = 5.0 v  input voltage (v) output voltage (v) 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.9 4.1 4.3 4.5 4.7 4.9 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 d033 iout = 1.0 a iout = 0.75 a iout = 0.5 a iout = 0.25 a  input voltage (v) output voltage (v) 4.5 4.7 4.9 5.1 5.3 5.5 5.7 5.9 6.1 6.3 6.5 3.7 3.8 3.9 4 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 5 5.1 d035 iout = 1.0 a iout = 0.75 a iout = 0.5 a iout = 0.25 a  input voltage (v) output voltage (v) 11 11.4 11.8 12.2 12.6 13 13.4 13.8 10 10.2 10.4 10.6 10.8 11 11.2 11.4 11.6 11.8 12 12.2 d037 iout = 1.0 a iout = 0.75 a iout = 0.5 a iout = 0.25 a   frequency (mhz) emissions (db p v/m) 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 0 10 20 30 40 50 d042 cispr11 class a limit cispr11 class b limit evaluation board  input voltage (v) output voltage (v) 14 14.4 14.8 15.2 15.6 16 16.4 16.8 13 13.2 13.4 13.6 13.8 14 14.2 14.4 14.6 14.8 15 15.2 d039 iout = 1.0 a iout = 0.75 a iout = 0.5 a iout = 0.25 a

 11 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated typical characteristics (continued) v in = 24 v, t a = 25  c (unless otherwise noted). refer to default evaluation board layout and bill of materials. v in = 24 v i out = 1 a v out = 5 v default evm bom with gnd plane as top layer figure 7. radiated emi figure 8. package thermal resistance vs board copper area, no air flow v out = 15 v figure 9. power dissipation v out = 12 v figure 10. power dissipation v out = 5 v figure 11. power dissipation v out = 3.3 v figure 12. power dissipation  output current (a) power dissipation (w) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 d014 vin = 6.5 v  pfm vin = 6.5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  output current (a) power dissipation (w) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 d016 vin = 5 v  pfm vin = 5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm   board area (cm 2 ) thermal resistance to ambient ( q c/w) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50 55 60 65 70 75 d032 2-layer 4-layer  frequency (mhz) emissions (db p v/m) 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 0 10 20 30 40 50 d044 cispr11 class a limit cispr11 class b limit evaluation board  output current (a) power dissipation (w) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 d018 vin = 15 v  pfm vin = 15 v  fpwm vin = 18 v pfm vin = 18 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  output current (a) power dissipation (w) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 d020 vin = 18 v  pfm vin = 18 v  fpwm vin = 22 v pfm vin = 22 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm

 12 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated typical characteristics (continued) v in = 24 v, t a = 25  c (unless otherwise noted). refer to default evaluation board layout and bill of materials. v out = 2.5 v r  = 58  c/w figure 13. ambient temperature vs output current v out = 3.3 v r  = 58  c/w figure 14. ambient temperature vs output current v out = 5 v r  = 58  c/w figure 15. ambient temperature vs output current v out = 2.5 v figure 16. power dissipation v out = 12 v r  = 58  c/w figure 17. ambient temperature vs output current v out = 15 v r  = 58  c/w figure 18. ambient temperature vs output current  ambient temperature (degrees c) output current (a) 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 d026 vin = 12 v vin = 18 v vin = 24 v  ambient temperature (degrees c) output current (a) 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 d028 vin = 18 v vin = 24 v   ambient temperature (degrees c) output current (a) 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 d030 vin = 18 v vin = 24 v vin = 36 v  ambient temperature (degrees c) output current (a) 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 d022 vin = 5 v vin = 12 v vin = 18 v vin = 24 v  output current (a) power dissipation (w) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 d012 vin = 5 v  pfm vin = 5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  ambient temperature (degrees c) output current (a) 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 d024 vin = 5 v vin = 12 v vin = 18 v vin = 24 v

 13 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated typical characteristics (continued) v in = 24 v, t a = 25  c (unless otherwise noted). refer to default evaluation board layout and bill of materials. v out = 2.5 v figure 19. auto pfm mode switching frequency vs output current v out = 3.3 v figure 20. auto pfm mode switching frequency vs output current v out = 3.3 v fixed option figure 21. auto pfm mode switching frequency vs output current v out = 5 v figure 22. auto pfm mode switching frequency vs output current v out = 5 v fixed option figure 23. auto pfm mode switching frequency vs output current v out = 12 v figure 24. auto pfm mode switching frequency vs output current  output current (a) switching frequency (khz) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 d059 vin = 12v vin = 24v  output current (a) switching frequency (khz) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 d051 vin = 24v  output current (a) switching frequency (khz) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 d057 vin = 5v vin = 12v vin = 24 v  output current (a) switching frequency (khz) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 d049 vin = 12v vin = 24v  output current (a) switching frequency (khz) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 d045 vin = 5v vin = 12v vin = 24 v  output current (a) switching frequency (khz) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 d047 vin = 5v vin = 12v vin = 24 v 

 14 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated typical characteristics (continued) v in = 24 v, t a = 25  c (unless otherwise noted). refer to default evaluation board layout and bill of materials. v out = 15 v figure 25. auto pfm mode switching frequency vs output current figure 26. switching frequency vs input voltage for adjustable output options at full load figure 27. switching frequency vs input voltage for fixed output options at full load   input voltage (v) switching frequency (khz) 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 d055 vout = 2.5v vout = 3.3v vout = 5.0v vout = 12v vout = 15v  output current (a) switching frequency (khz) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 d053 vin = 24v  input voltage (v) switching frequency (khz) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 d061 vout = 5.0 v fixed vout = 3.3v fixed

 15 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 8 detailed description 8.1 overview the LMZM23601 is a 4-v to 36-v wide-input voltage range, low quiescent current, high-performance dc/dc module designed specifically for space-constrained industrial applications. the device is available in an adjustable output voltage option with 2.5-v to 15-v output range, as well as fixed 5-v and 3.3-v output options. the high level of integration and innovative packaging technology utilized in this power module makes it possible to design a 5-v or a 3.3-v 1-a dc/dc converter with only an input capacitor and an output capacitor in just 27 mm 2 of available board space. 8.2 functional block diagram 8.3 feature description 8.3.1 control scheme the LMZM23601 power module utilizes peak-current-mode-control architecture. this enables the use of wide range of input voltages while maintaining constant switching frequency and good input and output transient response. the device can be used with 5-v, 12-v, or 24-v typical industrial input voltage rail. the short minimum on- and off-times ensure constant frequency regulation over a wide range of input to output voltage conversion ratios. the adjustable (adj) output voltage option operates at 1000-khz switching frequency. the minimum on- and off- times allow for a duty factor window of 5% to 91% at 1000-khz switching frequency. if the input voltage exceeds approximately 28 v on the adj version, the frequency is smoothly reduced from 1000 khz as a function of input voltage. the switching frequency reduction allows output voltage regulation and the current mode control to operate with a duty factor below 5%. the fixed 5-v and 3.3-v output options operate at 750 khz nominal switching frequency and the frequency foldback at high input voltage is not active or needed.  + - + - mosfet driver hs current sense ls current sense oscillator pwm comp. error  amplifier vout vin gnd fb en 1-v reference  enable logic pgood pfm mode control copyright ? 2017, texas instruments incorporated int. reg. bias vcc boot mode/sync sw uvlo thermal  protection control logic mosfet driver vcc hs ls power  good control adj vout option fixed vout option or 

 16 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated feature description (continued) the control architecture also uses frequency foldback at low input voltage in order to achieve low dropout voltage, maintaining output regulation as the input voltage falls close to output voltage. the frequency foldback at low input voltage is active for the adj as well as the 5-v and 3.3-v output options. the reduction in frequency is smooth and continuous and is activated as the off-time approaches the minimum value. under these conditions, the LMZM23601 device operates much like a constant off-time converter allowing the maximum duty cycle to reach 97%. this feature allows output voltage regulation with very low dropout. the LMZM23601 features exceptional conversion efficiency at light load. as the load current is reduced, the LMZM23601 transitions to light-load mode if the mode/sync terminal is pulled low. in light-load mode the device uses diode emulation to reduce the rms inductor current and the switching frequency is reduced. the fixed voltage versions (3.3-v and 5-v) do not need an external voltage divider connected to fb, which results in saving two components and lower standby current when the load is in standby. as a result, the consumed supply current is only 24  a (typical) with 24-v to 3.3-v conversion and 28  a (typical) with 24-v to 5-v conversion, while the output is regulated with no load. 8.3.2 soft-start function the LMZM23601 features an internally programmed soft-start time. the soft-start time is fixed internally at about 4 ms and is achieved by ramping the internal reference. the device starts up properly even if there is a voltage present on output before the activation of the LMZM23601. in such cases, there is no switching until the output voltage value programmed by the ramping reference voltage is above the pre-biased output value. once the prebiased voltage level is reached by the reference ramp, the switching starts, and the output ramps up smoothly from the pre-biased value up to the final output voltage. 8.3.3 enable and external uvlo function some applications may require a precision enable or custom input voltage lockout (uvlo) functionality. setting up external uvlo based on the application needs would prevent the converter from trying to regulate the output voltage until after the input voltage has reached a desired minimum level. such function can be used to lower the current demand from the input supply as the supply is still starting up. the LMZM23601 features a precision enable (en) input terminal. the en input logic has two internal thresholds. the first rising threshold is at 0.9v typical. its purpose is to wake up the internal vcc regulator to bias the internal circuitry. the en rising threshold to start switching is 1.8v (typical) with 0.5v (typical) hysteresis. a voltage divider from vin to en can be used to set the vin voltage at which the regulator starts the voltage conversion. the en terminal is rated for up to the input voltage and can be connected directly to vin for an always-on operation. pulling the en pin below 0.4 v puts the LMZM23601 in shutdown mode. in shutdown mode and 12-v input voltage the LMZM23601 only consumes 1.8  a (typical) of input current. 8.3.4 current limit the LMZM23601 devices features two current limits inside the ic. a coarse high side or peak current limit is provided to protect against faults. the high-side current limit limits the duration of the on-period of the high-side power mosfet during a given clock cycle. a precision cycle-by-cycle valley current limit prevents excessive average output current. a new switching cycle is not initiated until the inductor current drops below the valley current limit. 

 17 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated feature description (continued) figure 28. current limit operation during output short circuit figure 28 shows the response of the LMZM23601 device to a short circuit on the output: the peak current limit prevents excessive peak current while the valley current limit prevents excessive average inductor current. after a small number of cycles, hiccup mode is activated. 8.3.5 hiccup mode in order to prevent excessive heating and power consumption under sustained output short-circuit conditions, a hiccup mode operation is included in the control logic. if an over current condition is maintained on the output, the LMZM23601 device shuts off both power mosfets and waits for a hiccup interval, t w , of approximately 8 ms. after the wait period, the device restarts operation beginning with a soft-start time interval. figure 29. hiccup operation figure 29 shows hiccup mode operation: the LMZM23601 attempts to restart periodically, following a hiccup wait interval. if the fault at the output is still present, another hiccup wait interval is initiated, followed by another restart attempt. this sequence continues until the output short circuit is removed. when the output short circuit is removed, the output ramps up during the next restart sequence.  vout peak valley  vout 

 18 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated feature description (continued) 8.3.6 power good (pgood) function the LMZM23601 has a built-in power-good signal presented at the pgood terminal. this signal indicates whether the output voltage is within the regulation window. the pgood terminal is an open-drain output that requires a pullup resistor to a nominal voltage source of 15 v or less. the absolute maximum pgood sink current is 8 ma. typically, ti recommends a pullup resistor value between 10 k  and 100 k  . refer to electrical characteristics for the power-good thresholds and hysteresis for undervoltage and overvoltage detection. 8.3.7 mode/sync function 8.3.7.1 forced pwm mode when constant frequency operation is more important than light load efficiency, the mode/sync input of the LMZM23601 device must be pulled high or a valid synchronization input must be provided. this activates forced- pwm-mode operation. once activated, this feature ensures that the switching frequency stays constant across the entire load current range, while operating between the minimum and maximum duty cycle limits. the diode emulation feature is turned off in this mode. this means that the device remains in ccm under light loads. the switching frequency in forced pwm mode is only reduced when the input voltage-to-output voltage ratio results in minimum on-time limitation (adj version only) or minimum off-time limitation near dropout. this feature may be activated and deactivated while the part is regulating without removing the load. this feature activates and deactivates gradually, preventing perturbation of output voltage. when in fpwm mode, a limited reverse current is allowed through the inductor allowing power to pass from the regulators output to its input. 8.3.7.2 auto pfm mode if the mode/sync terminal is held low the LMZM23601 device enables automatic power-saving-mode transition at light load. with high load the LMZM23601 regulates the output using normal pwm operation. when the load is light, the control logic smoothly transitions to pfm operation and diode emulation. in this mode, the high side mosfet is turned on for one or more pulses to provide energy to the load. the on-time of the high side in this mode depends on the input voltage level and a pre-programmed internal i peak-min current level. the higher the input voltage is, the shorter the on-time is. at this point, there is a longer off-time during which the output would still be in the regulation window because the load is light, and the output is not getting discharged as quickly. the duration of the off-time depends on the load current level. lighter load results in longer off-time. this mode of operation results in excellent conversion efficiency at very light load. when auto-pfm mode is used, the output voltage at no load is approximately 1% higher than fpwm operation. 8.3.7.3 dropout mode when the input voltage level decreases and approaches the output voltage level, the buck regulator reaches its maximum duty cycle or minimum off-time requirement for each switching cycle. at this point the output is no longer regulated and follows the input voltage minus the voltage drops from v in to v out . in order to maximize the input voltage range for which the output is still regulated, the LMZM23601 features frequency foldback at low input voltage. this operation extends the switching period and, for a given fixed minimum off-time, it prolongs the maximum duty cycle of the regulator. as a result, the output voltage can still be well regulated even as the input voltage level is very close to the output voltage. this feature can be useful for battery applications (maximizing the useful battery range) or in applications where large input voltage variations can be expected. 

 19 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated feature description (continued) 8.3.7.4 sync operation it is often desirable to synchronize the switching frequency of multiple regulators in a single system. this technique results in better defined emi behavior and can reduce the need for capacitance on some power rails. the LMZM23601 mode/sync input allows synchronization to an external clock. the LMZM23601 implements an in-phase locking scheme ? the rising edge of the clock signal provided to the input of the LMZM23601 device corresponds to turning on the high-side mosfet device. this function is implemented using phase locking over a limited frequency range eliminating large glitches upon initial application of an external clock. the clock fed into the LMZM23601 device replaces the internal free-running clock but does not affect frequency foldback operation. the foldback function takes over and the output voltage continues to be well regulated using frequency reduction when duty factors outside of the normal duty cycle range are reached. when the device is synchronized to the lower end of the synchronization range the internal inductor will see higher peak currents. for high current ripple designs (for example, high input voltage and 12-v and 15-v output designs), the maximum current capability of the device may be derated. the device remains in fpwm mode and operates in ccm for light loads when synchronization input is provided. the mode/sync function logic always prioritizes the proper regulation of the output voltage. table 2 summarizes the mode/sync function and the operating switching frequency with various conditions. see typical characteristics for frequency foldback vs input voltage behavior. table 2. switching frequency and mode/sync function device switching frequency mode/sync light load full load vin > 28 v in dropout mode adj output logic low = auto pfm reduced (save power) fixed 1000 khz reduced (maintain regulation) reduced (maintain regulation) logic high = fpwm fixed 1000 khz fixed 1000 khz reduced (maintain regulation) reduced (maintain regulation) valid f sync input f sync f sync reduced (maintain regulation) reduced (maintain regulation) fixed 3.3-v output or 5-v output logic low = auto pfm reduced (save power) fixed 750 khz fixed 750 khz reduced (maintain regulation) logic high = fpwm fixed 750 khz fixed 750 khz fixed 750 khz reduced (maintain regulation) valid f sync input f sync f sync f sync reduced (maintain regulation) 8.3.8 thermal protection the LMZM23601 monitors its junction temperature (t j ) and shuts off if the it gets too hot. the thermal shutdown threshold for the junction is typically 155  c. both, high-side and low-side power mosfets are turned off until the junction temperature has decreased under the hysteresis level, typically 15  c below the shutdown temperature. 

 20 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 8.4 device functional modes 8.4.1 shutdown the LMZM23601 device shuts down most internal circuitry and high-side and low-side power mosfets under any of the following conditions: 1. en is low 2. vin is below the falling uvlo threshold 3. junction temperature exceeds t sd threshold the pgood flag remains operational with input voltage as low as 1.5 v. 8.4.2 fpwm operation if mode/sync is above the v mode/sync high threshold or a valid synchronizing is applied to mode/sync, constant frequency operation is maintained across load. the adj option of the device folds back the frequency when v in exceeds 28 v typical so that the output voltage can be properly regulated. see table 2 for all use cases and options. fpwm mode requires negative current be allowed in the inductor if the load is light. if a large negative load is present, operation is halted by a reverse current limit, i l-neg . 8.4.3 auto pfm mode operation if mode/sync is below the v mode/sync low threshold, reverse current in the inductor is not allowed. this feature is called diode emulation. while the load is heavy, the regulator uses pwm mode to control the output. if the load is light, the control logic transitions to pfm mode. the switching frequency is reduced, resulting in excellent energy savings while regulation is maintained. because the frequency is reduced and switching pulses can come in groups, the output voltage ripple can increase slightly. under this condition, the output ripple can be reduced by increasing the output capacitance. 

 21 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 9 application and implementation note information in the following applications sections is not part of the ti component specification, and ti does not warrant its accuracy or completeness. ti ? s customers are responsible for determining suitability of components for their purposes. customers should validate and test their design implementation to confirm system functionality. 9.1 application information the LMZM23601 device is a step-down power module, typically used to efficiently convert a high dc input voltage to a lower dc output voltage with a maximum output current of up to 1 a. the following sections describe a simple design procedure for creating a dc/dc converter design with these modules. 9.2 typical applications the LMZM23601 module requires very few external components for a complete dc/dc converter design. if the output voltage for the application is 3.3 v or 5 v, the fixed output voltage option of the LMZM23601 device can be used. in such cases, the design is as simple as adding only an input and an output capacitor. the adjustable output voltage version of the device allows the user to set the output voltage between 2.5 v and 15 v with the addition of two feedback resistors to the bill of materials. figure 30. fixed 5-v or 3.3-v typical application circuit  copyright ? 2017, texas instruments incorporated gnd v in c in gnd mode/ sync vin en pgood fb vout v out gnd c out 

 22 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated typical applications (continued) figure 31. adjustable 2.5-v to 15-v output typical application circuit 9.2.1 design requirements for this design example, use the parameters listed in table 3 as the input parameters. table 3. design parameters design parameter value comment input voltage range 8 v to 36 v this range covers a typical 12-v or 24-v industrial supply output voltage 5 v fixed or adjustable output voltage can be used output current range no load to 1 a 9.2.2 detailed design procedure 9.2.2.1 custom design with webench ? tools click here to create a custom design using the LMZM23601device with the webench ? power designer. 1. start by entering the input voltage (v in ), output voltage (v out ), and output current (i out ) requirements. 2. optimize the design for key parameters such as efficiency, footprint, and cost using the optimizer dial. 3. compare the generated design with other possible solutions from texas instruments. the webench power designer provides a customized schematic along with a list of materials with real-time pricing and component availability. in most cases, these actions are available: ? run electrical simulations to see important waveforms and circuit performance ? run thermal simulations to understand board thermal performance ? export customized schematic and layout into popular cad formats ? print pdf reports for the design, and share the design with colleagues get more information about webench tools at www.ti.com/webench .  copyright ? 2017, texas instruments incorporated gnd v in c in gnd mode/ sync vin en pgood fb vout v out gnd c out r fbt r fbb 

 23 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 9.2.2.2 input capacitor selection the input capacitor selection and placement on the board layout is very important for any buck converter design. this component provides the pulsing high di/dt current every switching cycle and reduces the input voltage ripple seen by the buck converter. use a good-quality 10-  f, 1210 (3225) case size, x5r or x7r ceramic capacitor with sufficient voltage rating on the input of the device. alternatively, in applications with strict size constraints and more stable input voltage it is possible to use a 10-  f, 1206 (3216) case size or a parallel combination of 2  4.7-  f, 0805 (2012), x5r or x7r capacitors. ceramic capacitors have a dc bias dependence on their effective capacitance and can de-rate their value significantly when used at higher bias voltage. ti recommends ceramic capacitors with  50-v rating when using the device with a 24-v input supply. ceramic capacitors with  25-v rating are recommended when using the device with a 12-v input supply. just like with any buck converter, place the input capacitor as close as possible and next to the LMZM23601. connect the capacitor directly to the vin (pin 3) and gnd (pin 1) terminals of the device. this placement ensures that the area of the high di/dt current loop in the buck converter is kept to a minimum, resulting in the lowest possible inductance in the switching current path. the proper placement of the input capacitor in any buck converter helps to keep the output noise of the converter to a minimum. see table 4 for several input capacitor choices. table 4. input capacitor selection value voltage rating case size dielectric quantity vendor part number 10  f 50 v 1210 (3225) x7r 1 tdk c3225x7r1h106m250ac 10  f 50 v 1210 (3225) x7r 1 murata grj32er71h106ke11 10  f 50 v 1206 (3216) x5r 1 tdk c3216x5r1h106k160ab 4.7  f 50 v 0805 (2012) x5r 2 tdk c2012x5r1h475k125ab for this design example a single 10-  f, 50-v 1210 x7r capacitor is used. 9.2.2.3 output capacitor selection ti recommends low-esr ceramic capacitors for output capacitors. there is a requirement for minimum capacitance on the output of the LMZM23601 in order to ensure stable operation. the minimum output capacitance requirement depends on the output voltage setting. there is also a maximum capacitance value for stability and in order to limit the in-rush supply current. excessive output capacitance can result in excessive current to be drawn from the input supply during startup. if the overcurrent condition is persistent during start-up, the over current protection of the LMZM23601 can activate and affect the normal output voltage ramp up. in extreme cases, the hiccup mode operation can be activated during start-up if the maximum output capacitance is exceeded. refer to table 5 for the minimum, recommended, and maximum output capacitance values for each output voltage. for this example with a 5-v output a 22-  f capacitor can be used. table 5. output capacitor output voltage minimum output capacitance recommended output capacitance maximum output capacitance 2.5 v 47  f 68  f 390  f 3.3 v 22  f 33  f 330  f 5 v 15  f 22  f 220  f 12 v 10  f 15  f 200  f 15 v 10  f 15  f 200  f 

 24 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 9.2.2.4 feedback voltage divider for adjustable output voltage versions figure 32. adjustable 2.5-v to 15-v output typical application circuit the adjustable version of the LMZM23601 regulates the output voltage such that the fb node voltage is equal to the internal v ref voltage of 1 v. the output voltage is then set by a feedback voltage divider formed by two external resistors, r fbt and r fbb . (1) the range of adjustable output voltage is 2.5 v to 15 v. choose a value for r fbt in the k  range, and calculate the bottom resistor r fbb using equation 2 : (2) for this design example the output voltage is set to 5 v. the fixed 5-v output voltage option of the LMZM23601 can be used without any feedback resistors. if the adjustable output option is used for this design condition, the top feedback resistor r fbt can be set to 102 k  . the r fbb value results in 25.5 k  . 9.2.2.5 r pu - pgood pullup resistor the pgood terminal of the LMZM23601 is an open-drain output. if the application requires a power-good flag, use a 100-k  pullup resistor from the pgood terminal to an external voltage rail. if a power-good function is not necessary, the pgood terminal can be left floating.  copyright ? 2017, texas instruments incorporated gnd v in c in gnd mode/ sync vin en pgood fb vout v out gnd c out r fbt r fbb  fbt fbb out ref r r  =  v    1 v   fbb fbt out ref fbb r  + r v  = v     r u 

 25 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 9.2.2.6 v in divider and enable if the application requires custom input uvlo level higher than the internal uvlo, a voltage divider can be connected from v in to the en terminal to set the turnon threshold. figure 33. enable divider to set external uvlo threshold choose the top resistor r enb between 10 k  and 50 k  and calculate the r ent according to equation 3 . where ? v start is the rising input voltage level at which switching starts. choose this value based on the application requirements. ? v stop is the input voltage at which switching stops ? v en is the rising threshold on en; see electrical characteristics ? v en_hyst is the hysteresis on the en threshold; see electrical characteristics (3)  ? ? 1    ?  u   u ? ? 1    ?     en hyst _en start stop enb en start ent v v 1 v v r 1 v v r  en r ent r enb gnd v in 

 26 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 9.2.3 application curves unless otherwise stated, the following conditions apply: v in = 24 v, t a = 25  c. 9.2.3.1 v out = 5 v mode = low for auto pfm mode 5-v adjustable output mode = high for fpwm mode figure 34. efficiency 5-v adjustable output mode = high 10% to 100% load step figure 35. load transient 5-v adjustable output i out = 1 a figure 36. output ripple 20 mhz bw 5-v adjustable output i out = 1 a figure 37. output ripple 250-mhz bw figure 38. line and load regulation figure 39. start-up with 24-v input  v out  ripple time (1 s/div) (20 mv/div) 250mhz bw  v out   time (500 s/div) (50 mv/div) i out   (500 ma/div)  output current (a) efficiency (%) 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 d002 vin = 6.5v  pfm vin = 6.5v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm   v out   time (2 ms/div) (2 v/div) i out   (500 ma/div) en (2 v/div) pgood (2 v/div)  output current (a) output voltage (v) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 4.825 4.85 4.875 4.9 4.925 4.95 4.975 5 5.025 5.05 5.075 5.1 d008 vin = 5 v  pfm vin = 5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  v out  ripple time (1 s/div) (5 mv/div) 20mhz bw

 27 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 9.2.3.2 v out = 3.3 v mode = high for fpwm mode 3.3-v adjustable output mode = low for auto pfm mode figure 40. efficiency 3.3-v adjustable output mode = high 10% to 100% load step figure 41. load transient 3.3-v adjustable output i out = 1 a figure 42. output ripple 20-mhz bw 3.3-v adjustable output i out = 1 a figure 43. output ripple 250 mhz bw mode = high for fpwm mode 3.3-v adjustable output mode = low for auto pfm mode figure 44. line and load regulation 3.3-v adjustable output toggle enable figure 45. start-up with 24-v input  v out   time (2 ms/div) (2 v/div) i out   (500 ma/div) en (2 v/div) pgood (2 v/div)  v out  ripple time (1 s/div) (5 mv/div) 20mhz bw  v out  ripple time (1 s/div) (20 mv/div) 20mhz bw time (1 s/div) 250mhz bw  output current (a) efficiency (%) 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 d003 vin = 5 v  pfm vin = 5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  output current (a) output voltage (v) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 3.2 3.22 3.24 3.26 3.28 3.3 3.32 3.34 3.36 3.38 d009 vin = 5 v  pfm vin = 5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm   v out   time (500 s/div) (50 mv/div) i out   (500 ma/div)

 28 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 9.2.3.3 v out = 12 v mode = high for fpwm mode 12-v adjustable output mode = low for auto pfm mode figure 46. efficiency 12-v adjustable output mode = high 10% to 100% load step figure 47. load transient 12-v adjustable output i out = 1 a figure 48. output ripple 20-mhz bw 12-v adjustable output i out = 1 a figure 49. output ripple 250-mhz bw mode = high for fpwm mode 12-v adjustable output mode = low for auto pfm mode figure 50. line and load regulation 12-v adjustable output toggle enable figure 51. start-up with 24-v input  v out   time (500 s/div) (100 mv/div) i out   (500 ma/div)  output current (a) efficiency (%) 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 d004 vin = 15v  pfm vin = 15v  fpwm vin = 18 v pfm vin = 18 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  v out  ripple time (1 s/div) (5 mv/div) 20mhz bw  v out  ripple time (1 s/div) (20 mv/div) 250mhz bw   v out   time (2 ms/div) (5 v/div) i out   (500 ma/div) en (2 v/div) pgood (2 v/div)  output current (a) output voltage (v) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 11.65 11.7 11.75 11.8 11.85 11.9 11.95 12 12.05 12.1 12.15 12.2 d010 vin = 5 v  pfm vin = 5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm

 29 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 9.2.3.4 v out = 15 v mode = high for fpwm mode 15-v adjustable output mode = low for auto pfm mode figure 52. efficiency 15-v adjustable output mode = high 10% to 100% load step figure 53. load transient 15-v adjustable output i out = 1 a figure 54. output ripple 20-mhz bw 15-v adjustable output i out = 1 a figure 55. output ripple 250-mhz bw mode = high for fpwm mode 15-v adjustable output mode = low for auto pfm mode figure 56. line and load regulation 15-v adjustable output toggle enable figure 57. start-up with 24-v input  v out  ripple time (1 s/div) (5 mv/div) 20mhz bw  v out  ripple time (1 s/div) (20 mv/div) 250mhz bw  output current (a) efficiency (%) 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 d006 vin = 18v  pfm vin = 18v  fpwm vin = 22 v pfm vin = 22 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  v out   time (2 ms/div) (10 v/div) i out   (500 ma/div) en (2 v/div) pgood (2 v/div)  output current (a) output voltage (v) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 14.5 14.55 14.6 14.65 14.7 14.75 14.8 14.85 14.9 14.95 15 15.05 15.1 15.15 15.2 15.25 15.3 d011 vin = 5 v  pfm vin = 5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  v out   time (500 s/div) (100 mv/div) i out   (500 ma/div) 

 30 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 9.2.3.5 v out = 2.5 v mode = high for fpwm mode 2.5-v adjustable output mode = low for auto pfm mode figure 58. efficiency 2.5-v adjustable output mode = high 10% to 100% load step figure 59. load transient 2.5-v adjustable output i out = 1 a figure 60. output ripple 20-mhz bw 2.5-v adjustable output i out = 1 a figure 61. output ripple 250-mhz bw figure 62. line and load regulation figure 63. start-up with 24-v input  output current (a) output voltage (v) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 2.325 2.35 2.375 2.4 2.425 2.45 2.475 2.5 2.525 2.55 2.575 2.6 d007 vin = 5 v  pfm vin = 5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  output current (a) efficiency (%) 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 d005 vin = 5 v  pfm vin = 5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm   v out  ripple time (1 s/div) (20 mv/div) 250mhz bw  v out  ripple time (1 s/div) (5 mv/div) 20mhz bw  v out   time (2 ms/div) (2 v/div) i out   (500 ma/div) en (2 v/div) pgood (2 v/div)  v out   time (500 s/div) (20 mv/div) i out   (500 ma/div)

 31 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 9.2.3.6 v out = 5 v and 3.3 v fixed output options mode = low for auto pfm mode 5-v fixed output mode = high for fpwm mode figure 64. efficiency for v out = 5 v mode = low for auto pfm mode 3.3-v fixed output mode = high for fpwm mode figure 65. efficiency for v out = 3.3 v figure 66. line and load regulation for v out = 5 v figure 67. line and load regulation for v out = 3.3 v mode = low for auto pfm mode 5-v fixed output mode = high for fpwm mode figure 68. power dissipation for v out = 5 v mode = low for auto pfm mode 3.3-v fixed output mode = high for fpwm mode figure 69. power dissipation for v out = 3.3 v  output current (a) output voltage (v) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 3.1 3.12 3.14 3.16 3.18 3.2 3.22 3.24 3.26 3.28 3.3 3.32 3.34 3.36 3.38 d071 vin = 5 v  pfm vin = 5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  output current (a) efficiency (%) 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 3 5 7 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 d065 vin = 5 v  pfm vin = 5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  output current (a) efficiency (%) 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 3 5 7 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 d063 vin = 6.5v  pfm vin = 6.5v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm   output current (a) output voltage (v) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 4.825 4.85 4.875 4.9 4.925 4.95 4.975 5 5.025 5.05 5.075 5.1 d073 vin = 5 v  pfm vin = 5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  output current (a) power dissipation (w) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 d069 vin = 5.0 v  pfm vin = 5.0 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm  output current (a) power dissipation (w) 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 d067 vin = 6.5 v  pfm vin = 6.5 v  fpwm vin = 12 v pfm vin = 12 v fpwm vin = 24 v pfm vin = 24 v fpwm vin = 36 v pfm vin = 36 v fpwm

 32 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 9.3 do ' s and don ' t ' s ? don't: exceed the absolute maximum ratings of the device. ? don't: exceed the esd ratings of the device. ? don't: exceed the recommended operating conditions. ? don't: allow the en or mode/sync terminals to float. ? don't: allow the output voltage to exceed the input voltage, nor go below ground. ? do: follow all of the guidelines and/or suggestions found in this data sheet, before committing your design to production. ? do: review your designs with ti application engineers on the e2e forum . 

 33 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 10 power supply recommendations 10.1 supply voltage range the voltage of the input supply must not exceed the absolute maximum ratings and the recommended operating conditions of the LMZM23601. 10.2 supply current capability the input supply must be able to supply the required input current to the LMZM23601 converter. the required input current depends on the application's minimum input voltage, the required maximum output current, the output voltage, and the converter efficiency  for this condition. (4) as an example, assuming that the adjustable output voltage version of the LMZM23601 is used for a 5-v, 1-a output converter design with 12-v minimum input voltage. the conversion efficiency for this condition is about 85%. the required input current from the supply would be 0.49 a, so an input power supply with  0.5 a current capability would be recommended. 10.3 supply input connections long input connection cables can cause issues with the normal operation of any buck converter. some of the issues could be a voltage drop in the input voltage or stability probes because of the added series input inductance. 10.3.1 voltage drops using long input wires to connect the supply to the input of any converter adds impedance in series with the input supply. this impedance can cause a voltage drop at the vin pin of the converter when the output of the converter is loaded. if the input voltage is near the minimum input operating voltage for the design, this added voltage drop can cause the converter to drop out or reset. if long wires are used during testing, ti recommends adding some bulk (for example, electrolytic) capacitance at the input of the converter. 10.3.2 stability the added inductance of long input cables together with the ceramic (and low esr) input capacitor can result in an underdamped rlc network at the input of the buck converter. this circuit may cause instability, or overvoltage transients at the vin pin each time the input supply is cycled on and off. if long wires are used, ti recommends adding some electrolytic bulk capacitance in parallel with the ceramic input capacitor. the esr of the bulk capacitor improves the damping. use an electrolytic capacitor with a capacitance at least four times larger than the ceramic input capacitance. (5) the required esr from the bulk capacitor depends on the cable inductance. (6) for example, two cables (one for vin and one for gnd), each 1 meter (approximately 3 feet) long with approximately 1-mm diameter (18 awg), placed 1 cm (approximately 0.4 inch) apart forms a rectangular loop resulting in about 1.2  h of inductance. the inductance in this example can be decreased to almost half if the input wires are twisted. based on a 10-  f ceramic input capacitor, the recommended parallel c bulk is  40  f. using a 47-  f capacitor is sufficient. based on about 1.2  h of inductance and 10  f of ceramic input capacitance, the recommended esr of the bulk capacitor is 0.35  or larger. see ti user guide, simple success with conducted emi for dc/dc converters for more details on input filter design.  bulk cer c 4 c t u   cable bulk cer l esr c t  k u u t inmin outmax out in v i v i

 34 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 11 layout 11.1 layout guidelines good board layout is essential for the proper operation of any switching regulator. a poor layout can ruin an otherwise perfect schematic design. the good news is that it is relatively easy to achieve an optimized layout when using a module because some of the critical nodes for the board layout are internal to the device. to have a good layout with this module, the designer should follow these main objectives: 1. minimize the inductance in the switching current path of the converter . the switching current path in the buck converter is formed by the input capacitor and the power switches (for example, mosfets). a common mistake in many buck converter layouts is placing the input capacitor far from the ic. this introduces inductance in the switching current path, which leads to high frequency ringing on the switching node, which results in high frequency noise coupled all the way to the output voltage. the input capacitor placement affects the amount of noise on the output in a buck converter. place the input capacitor as close as possible, right next to the LMZM23601 ensures that the switching current path area is kept to a minimum. this results in the lowest possible inductance in the path of high di/dt current. 2. protect any sensitive nodes in the converter design. the feedback node is usually a sensitive area of the converter and needs to be away from any noise sources. the fixed 5-v and 3.3-v output voltage versions of the LMZM23601 have the feedback resistors internal to the device, and the sensitive node is inside the module. however, if the adjustable option is used, then two feedback resistors are required to set the output voltage. a common mistake in many layouts is placing the divider close to the load, far from the device, and then using a long feedback trace back to the regulator. a long feedback trace can potentially pick up noise from other nearby circuits. ti recommends placing the feedback divider as close as possible to the LMZM23601 device so that the feedback node is as small as possible. 3. provide enough copper for heat dissipation. the board copper provides a thermal resistance path for the heat to flow out of the package and dissipate into the environment. place a dog-bone shape of ground (gnd) copper under the module for proper heat sinking. also, place thermal vias to provide a heat path to the other board layers. ti recommends an unbroken gnd plane or gnd area of copper on the top and bottom layers. 11.1.1 thermal design thermal design is an important aspect of any power regulator design. every supply will dissipate some power, and it is important to provide sufficient copper area for proper heat dissipation. the package thermal resistance curves vs pcb copper area along with the power dissipation curves in typical characteristics can be used to estimate the necessary copper area for the design. consider equation 7 and figure 70 . (7) figure 70. package thermal resistance vs board copper area   board area (cm 2 ) thermal resistance to ambient ( q c/w) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50 55 60 65 70 75 d032 2-layer 4-layer  4  q 125  ( f   6 # _ /#: 2 &  

 35 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated layout guidelines (continued) as an example, consider a typical application of 24-v input 5-v output with 0.8 a of output current and estimate the required heat-sinking area. for this example consider a maximum ambient temperature t a_max of 75  c and no air flow or additional heat sinking besides the pcb layers. calculate the maximum allowed package thermal resistance for this design specification. from typical characteristics , it can be seen that the power dissipation for 24-v input, 5-v output, and 0.8a load is 0.75 w. based on equation 7 , for this power dissipation level and 75  c maximum ambient temperature, the maximum package thermal resistance must be less than 66.7  c/w. to achieve this thermal resistance with a 2- layer board, the approximate area of the board copper should be at least 9 cm 2 . 11.2 layout examples figure 71. layout example with fixed output version   input capacitor placed next to  the module module gnd gnd vin vin mode en pg vout fb output  capacitor vout gnd =thermal vias feedback  connection gnd copper for  heat sinking

 36 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated layout examples (continued) figure 72. layout example with adjustable output version   input capacitor placed next to  the module module gnd gnd vin vin mode en pg vout fb top fb  resistor bottom fb  resistor output  capacitor vout gnd =thermal vias minimize fb  node gnd copper for  heat sinking

 37 LMZM23601 www.ti.com snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated 12 device and documentation support 12.1 device support 12.1.1 third-party products disclaimer ti's publication of information regarding third-party products or services does not constitute an endorsement regarding the suitability of such products or services or a warranty, representation or endorsement of such products or services, either alone or in combination with any ti product or service. 12.2 custom design with webench ? tools click here to create a custom design using the LMZM23601 device with the webench ? power designer. 1. start by entering the input voltage (v in ), output voltage (v out ), and output current (i out ) requirements. 2. optimize the design for key parameters such as efficiency, footprint, and cost using the optimizer dial. 3. compare the generated design with other possible solutions from texas instruments. the webench power designer provides a customized schematic along with a list of materials with real-time pricing and component availability. in most cases, these actions are available: ? run electrical simulations to see important waveforms and circuit performance ? run thermal simulations to understand board thermal performance ? export customized schematic and layout into popular cad formats ? print pdf reports for the design, and share the design with colleagues get more information about webench tools at www.ti.com/webench . 12.3 documentation support 12.3.1 related documentation for related documentation request the following: inverting application for the LMZM23601 and lmzm23600 an-2020 thermal design by insight, not hindsight an-1149 layout guidelines for switching power supplies constructing your power supply ? layout considerations an-1229 simple switcher pcb layout guidelines ( snva054 ) using new thermal metrics semiconductor and ic package thermal metrics an-1520 a guide to board layout for best thermal resistance for exposed pad packages ti user guide, simple success with conducted emi for dc/dc converters 12.4 receiving notification of documentation updates to receive notification of documentation updates, navigate to the device product folder on ti.com. in the upper right corner, click on alert me to register and receive a weekly digest of any product information that has changed. for change details, review the revision history included in any revised document. 12.5 community resources the following links connect to ti community resources. linked contents are provided "as is" by the respective contributors. they do not constitute ti specifications and do not necessarily reflect ti's views; see ti's terms of use . 

 38 LMZM23601 snvsaq4a ? december 2017 ? revised april 2018 www.ti.com product folder links: LMZM23601 submit documentation feedback copyright ? 2017 ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated community resources (continued) ti e2e ? online community ti's engineer-to-engineer (e2e) community. created to foster collaboration among engineers. at e2e.ti.com, you can ask questions, share knowledge, explore ideas and help solve problems with fellow engineers. design support ti's design support quickly find helpful e2e forums along with design support tools and contact information for technical support. 12.6 trademarks microsip, e2e are trademarks of texas instruments. webench is a registered trademark of texas instruments. all other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 12.7 electrostatic discharge caution these devices have limited built-in esd protection. the leads should be shorted together or the device placed in conductive foam during storage or handling to prevent electrostatic damage to the mos gates. 12.8 glossary slyz022 ? ti glossary . this glossary lists and explains terms, acronyms, and definitions. 13 mechanical, packaging, and orderable information the following pages include mechanical, packaging, and orderable information. this information is the most current data available for the designated devices. this data is subject to change without notice and revision of this document. for browser-based versions of this data sheet, refer to the left-hand navigation.  

 package   option   addendum www.ti.com 9-apr-2018 addendum-page   1 packaging   information orderable   device status (1) package   type package drawing pins package qty eco   plan (2) lead/ball   finish (6) msl   peak   temp (3) op   temp   (c) device   marking (4/5) samples LMZM23601silr preview usip sil 10 3000 rohs   (in work)   &   green (in   work) call   ti call   ti -40   to   125 txn6023ec 4b a a   4b LMZM23601silt preview usip sil 10 250 tbd call   ti call   ti -40   to   125 txn6023ec 4b a a   4b LMZM23601v3silr preview usip sil 10 3000 tbd call   ti call   ti -40   to   125 txn6200ec 4i a a   4i LMZM23601v3silt preview usip sil 10 250 tbd call   ti call   ti -40   to   125 txn6200ec 4i a a   4i LMZM23601v5silr preview usip sil 10 3000 tbd call   ti call   ti -40   to   125 txn6100ec 4h a a   4h LMZM23601v5silt preview usip sil 10 250 tbd call   ti call   ti -40   to   125 txn6100ec 4h a a   4h pLMZM23601silr active usip sil 10 3000 tbd call   ti call   ti -40   to   125   (1)   the   marketing   status   values   are   defined   as   follows: active:   product   device   recommended   for   new   designs. lifebuy:   ti   has   announced   that   the   device   will   be   discontinued,   and   a   lifetime-buy   period   is   in   effect. nrnd:   not   recommended   for   new   designs.   device   is   in   production   to   support   existing   customers,   but   ti   does   not   recommend   using   this   part   in   a   new   design. preview:   device   has   been   announced   but   is   not   in   production.   samples   may   or   may   not   be   available. obsolete:   ti   has   discontinued   the   production   of   the   device.   (2)  rohs:   ti defines "rohs" to mean semiconductor products that are compliant with the current eu rohs requirements for all 10 rohs substances,  including the requirement that rohs substance do  not exceed 0.1% by weight in homogeneous materials. where designed to be soldered at high temperatures, "rohs" products are suitable for use in specified lead-free processes.  ti  may reference   these   types   of   products   as   "pb-free". rohs   exempt:   ti   defines   "rohs   exempt"   to   mean   products   that   contain   lead   but   are   compliant   with   eu   rohs   pursuant   to   a   specific   eu   rohs   exemption.

 package   option   addendum www.ti.com 9-apr-2018 addendum-page   2 green:  ti defines "green" to mean the content of chlorine (cl) and bromine (br) based flame retardants meet js709b low halogen requirements of  www.ti.com package outline c 2x 2.4 6x  0.6 10x  0.4 0.2 10x  0.75 0.55 2.9 0.1 0.7 0.1 pin 1 id 3.05  typ 0.175 pin 1 id 1.578 max b 3.9 3.7 a 3.1 2.9 (0.05) typ microsip    -  1.578 mm max height sil0010a micro system in package 4222635/c   01/2018 pick area note 3 typ note 4 0.08 c seating plane 0.1 c a b 0.05 c 1 5 6 10 pkg symm thermal pad exposed 11 notes:    1. all linear dimensions are in millimeters. any dimensions in parenthesis are for reference only. dimensioning and tolerancing     per asme y14.5m. 2. this drawing is subject to change without notice.  3. pick and place nozzle  1.1  mm or smaller recommended. 4. location, size and quantity of components are for reference only and could vary. 5. the package thermal pad must be soldered to the printed circuit board for thermal and mechanical performance. microsip is a trademark of texas instruments tm scale  3.500

 www.ti.com example board layout (0.7) 10x (0.65) 0.05 min all around 10x (0.3) (3.05) 8x (0.6) ( 0.2) via typ (2.9) (0.175) (1.03) (r0.05) typ microsip    -  1.578 mm max height sil0010a micro system in package 4222635/c   01/2018 pkg symm 1 5 6 10 land  pattern example 1:1 ratio with package solder pads solder mask defined scale:20x 11 notes: (continued)   6. this package is designed to be soldered to a thermal pad on the board. for more information, see texas instruments literature     number slua271 (www.ti.com/lit/slua271). 7. vias are optional depending on application, refer to device data sheet. if any vias are implemented, refer to their locations shown     on this view. it is recommended that vias under paste be filled, plugged or tented. tm metal under solder mask solder mask opening detail not to scale

 www.ti.com example stencil design (r0.05) typ 10x (0.3) 3x (0.7) 10x (0.65) 8x (0.6) (3.05) 3x (0.833) (1.03) (0.175) microsip    -  1.578 mm max height sil0010a micro system in package 4222635/c   01/2018 notes: (continued)   8. laser cutting apertures with trapezoidal walls and rounded corners may offer better paste release. ipc-7525 may have alternate    design recommendations. tm symm pkg exposed metal 2x solder paste example based on 0.125 mm thick stencil   pad 11: 86% printed solder coverage by area scale:25x solder mask edge 1 5 6 10 11

 important notice texas instruments incorporated (ti) reserves the right to make corrections, enhancements, improvements and other changes to its semiconductor products and services per jesd46, latest issue, and to discontinue any product or service per jesd48, latest issue. buyers should obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and complete. ti ? s published terms of sale for semiconductor products ( http://www.ti.com/sc/docs/stdterms.htm ) apply to the sale of packaged integrated circuit products that ti has qualified and released to market. additional terms may apply to the use or sale of other types of ti products and services. reproduction of significant portions of ti information in ti data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration and is accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. ti is not responsible or liable for such reproduced documentation. information of third parties may be subject to additional restrictions. resale of ti products or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters stated by ti for that product or service voids all express and any implied warranties for the associated ti product or service and is an unfair and deceptive business practice. ti is not responsible or liable for any such statements. buyers and others who are developing systems that incorporate ti products (collectively, ? designers ? ) understand and agree that designers remain responsible for using their independent analysis, evaluation and judgment in designing their applications and that designers have full and exclusive responsibility to assure the safety of designers ' applications and compliance of their applications (and of all ti products used in or for designers ? applications) with all applicable regulations, laws and other applicable requirements. designer represents that, with respect to their applications, designer has all the necessary expertise to create and implement safeguards that (1) anticipate dangerous consequences of failures, (2) monitor failures and their consequences, and (3) lessen the likelihood of failures that might cause harm and take appropriate actions. designer agrees that prior to using or distributing any applications that include ti products, designer will thoroughly test such applications and the functionality of such ti products as used in such applications. ti ? s provision of technical, application or other design advice, quality characterization, reliability data or other services or information, including, but not limited to, reference designs and materials relating to evaluation modules, (collectively, ? ti resources ? ) are intended to assist designers who are developing applications that incorporate ti products; by downloading, accessing or using ti resources in any way, designer (individually or, if designer is acting on behalf of a company, designer ? s company) agrees to use any particular ti resource solely for this purpose and subject to the terms of this notice. ti ? s provision of ti resources does not expand or otherwise alter ti ? s applicable published warranties or warranty disclaimers for ti products, and no additional obligations or liabilities arise from ti providing such ti resources. ti reserves the right to make corrections, enhancements, improvements and other changes to its ti resources. ti has not conducted any testing other than that specifically described in the published documentation for a particular ti resource. designer is authorized to use, copy and modify any individual ti resource only in connection with the development of applications that include the ti product(s) identified in such ti resource. no other license, express or implied, by estoppel or otherwise to any other ti intellectual property right, and no license to any technology or intellectual property right of ti or any third party is granted herein, including but not limited to any patent right, copyright, mask work right, or other intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process in which ti products or services are used. information regarding or referencing third-party products or services does not constitute a license to use such products or services, or a warranty or endorsement thereof. use of ti resources may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property of the third party, or a license from ti under the patents or other intellectual property of ti. ti resources are provided ? as is ? and with all faults. ti disclaims all other warranties or representations, express or implied, regarding resources or use thereof, including but not limited to accuracy or completeness, title, any epidemic failure warranty and any implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement of any third party intellectual property rights. ti shall not be liable for and shall not defend or indemnify designer against any claim, including but not limited to any infringement claim that relates to or is based on any combination of products even if described in ti resources or otherwise. in no event shall ti be liable for any actual, direct, special, collateral, indirect, punitive, incidental, consequential or exemplary damages in connection with or arising out of ti resources or use thereof, and regardless of whether ti has been advised of the possibility of such damages. unless ti has explicitly designated an individual product as meeting the requirements of a particular industry standard (e.g., iso/ts 16949 and iso 26262), ti is not responsible for any failure to meet such industry standard requirements. where ti specifically promotes products as facilitating functional safety or as compliant with industry functional safety standards, such products are intended to help enable customers to design and create their own applications that meet applicable functional safety standards and requirements. using products in an application does not by itself establish any safety features in the application. designers must ensure compliance with safety-related requirements and standards applicable to their applications. designer may not use any ti products in life-critical medical equipment unless authorized officers of the parties have executed a special contract specifically governing such use. life-critical medical equipment is medical equipment where failure of such equipment would cause serious bodily injury or death (e.g., life support, pacemakers, defibrillators, heart pumps, neurostimulators, and implantables). such equipment includes, without limitation, all medical devices identified by the u.s. food and drug administration as class iii devices and equivalent classifications outside the u.s. ti may expressly designate certain products as completing a particular qualification (e.g., q100, military grade, or enhanced product). designers agree that it has the necessary expertise to select the product with the appropriate qualification designation for their applications and that proper product selection is at designers ? own risk. designers are solely responsible for compliance with all legal and regulatory requirements in connection with such selection. designer will fully indemnify ti and its representatives against any damages, costs, losses, and/or liabilities arising out of designer ? s non- compliance with the terms and provisions of this notice. mailing address: texas instruments, post office box 655303, dallas, texas 75265 copyright ? 2018, texas instruments incorporated
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